SPEAKERS
KIT: 2022/23

WHO IS
ERIC WINTERS
ANYWAY?
Today I’m a self-leadership coach, speaker and author with deep knowledge in the science
of building courageous and emotionally intelligent mindsets. It takes courage to create
a personally rewarding life, a life that’s true to yourself. I love showing people how.
My know-how is a combination of over 20 years of international corporate life,
two masters degrees in human behavior change, and over 12 years helping leaders
and their teams become their best selves to meet workplace challenges effectively.
Not only to do great work, but also to enjoy themselves at the same time.
Working with the private sector is terrific fun but I’ve especially enjoyed supporting
Australian Public Service leaders – these dedicated professionals in Defence, Health,
Education and beyond really care about Australia and Australians. It’s a privilege to
spend time supporting them.

PLAY ERIC’S MISSION HERE
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SPEAKER
When you choose a speaker for your next event, I get that there’s
a lot at stake. Your audience has increasingly high expectations
– there’s no room for forgettable speaker mediocrity, in subject
matter expertise or hum-drum delivery. People expect to enjoy
themselves and leave energised with fresh ways of thinking
and working.
Let me help.

I love to deliver talks that excite and transform audiences. Talks packed
full of ideas and strategies to change lives for the better. I’ve built up my
expertise across:
• two masters degrees in human behavior change,
• 20 years real world international corporate experience and
• o
 ver ten years of helping senior leaders and coaches develop
self-leadership skills.
My audiences have an appetite and ambition for life – not only at work,
but in their relationships and personal growth too. Delivered on stage or
virtually, my talks inspire, inform and ignite performance and personal
growth. Audiences don’t forget.
I’m committed to making your event awesome. One your audience will thank
you for organising and remember for years to come. We’ll achieve this
by spending time talking about your specific event and audience needs.
The better I understand what you want to achieve, the better the result.
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SWIPE RIGHT ON YOUR BEST SELF
KEYNOTE

It won’t have escaped your notice that life can be pretty
challenging. It’s not just the big stuff (pandemics, changes
at work and in relationships). It’s the small stuff too.
Daily difficulties, distractions and disruptions.
How we respond to our challenges determines the quality of
our lives - professional and personal. There’s a lot at stake.
In this keynote, Eric shares the most powerful ideas and
thinking from his acclaimed book, Swipe Right on Your Best
Self. Your audience will discover a set of skills and strategies
to develop courageous authenticity – the capability to choose
to do what’s challenging and personally worthwhile. To be
more proactive, courageous and collaborative.

		
		

FIRST LEAD YOURSELF
KEYNOTE

The challenge of change places extraordinary demands upon
leaders to manage their minds. To skilfully regulate their own
reactivity, focus and engagement. When self-leadership is
overlooked, leaders are inevitably more inflexible and less
skilful in engaging others to perform effectively. In addition,
anxiety and stress are contagious. Productivity, engagement
and well-being suffer.
Most leadership development programs focus on building
skills to bring out the best in others to meet workplace targets.
What’s often neglected are the hidden foundations that make
this possible, especially during challenging circumstances.
Self-leadership.

• t hree human predicaments that cause most
people to live smaller, more timid lives

In this talk, Eric introduces an additional tool for the leader’s
mental toolbox, courageous authenticity. Extensive research
has demonstrated that there are three emotional intelligence
skills, that when combined, significantly improve leaders’
ability to meet workplace challenges such as:

• three critical foundations to being fit for purpose

• having the difficult conversations that others avoid

• three mindsets essential for courageous action

• making the difficult decisions that others delay

• a seven-step model to meet any challenge more effectively.

• exercising restraint where others act on impulse

The ideas and strategies in this inspiring and catalytic keynote
are of special interest to audiences who are ambitious about
living well, in their professional and personal lives.

In addition, leaders with greater courageous authenticity
are more proactive, collaborative, receptive to feedback,
implement changes better, enjoy better relationships
and greater well-being.

Your people will leave freshly energised with transformative
insights including:

Also available as an experiential workshop.

Your audience will leave with:
•	
A simple four-step model for building courageous
authenticity, the Swipe Right Matrix
•	
Self-awareness of the personal motivations that
drive them forward, and the inner resistance that
holds them back

These keynotes are especially
suitable for audiences in corporate,
entrepreneurial and service-oriented
organisations.
Keynotes outlined below will all be tailored to meet
the specific needs of your event. All talks are also
available as experiential workshops.
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REWIRE YOUR BRAIN FOR GOOD
KEYNOTE

Challenging circumstances in professional and personal
life place extraordinary demands on us all. Navigating such
challenges skilfully requires mindsets which are flexible,
positive and solution-focused.
Most people underestimate the extent to which they can
develop their own mindset to meet life’s challenges well and
enjoy greater effectiveness, performance and relationships.
Discoveries in the capacity of the human brain to learn and
grow (neuroplasticity) have revealed the surprising extent
to which we can literally change our minds for good. Greater
confidence, calm and well-being are just a few of the inner
strengths which can be intentionally developed to better
meet life’s challenges, at home and at work.
In this talk your audience will learn;
•	
why the human mind often slips into negative thinking
that holds us back
•	
how cultural forces can diminish our resilience
if left unchecked
•	
five ways to intentionally develop inner strengths to
build resilience and well-being
•	
five ways to accelerate the rewiring of your brain for good
Such resilience and well-being is not only personally valuable,
but it also positively impacts those we live and work with and
the organisations to which we contribute. An inspirational talk
with strategies to implement right away, this talk will appeal
to audiences eager to experience greater joy, connection and
fulfillment at work and home.
Also available as an experiential workshop.

•	
A memorable three-step strategy to do more of
what’s personally important and challenging,
when it matters most.
Also available as an experiential workshop.
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WORKSHOPS
I spend much of my professional life delivering enjoyable and transformative leadership development workshops to professionals
in Australia and across the Asia-Pacific region. They are enormous fun, not only for me but for participants too!
The only way to develop a new skill is through experience. Each of these enjoyable experiential workshops develop leadership
skills to get the best out of yourself and others. They are available as add-ons to keynotes or as stand-alone deliveries,
in person or virtually.
Length and content can be customised to meet each organisation’s unique needs.
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1 FIRST LEAD YOURSELF WITH COURAGEOUS
AUTHENTICITY WORKSHOP

		2
		

Self-leadership is the critical foundation to leading others.
When the going gets tough, leaders are often expected
to knuckle down and persevere through challenging
circumstances with willpower, grit, or ‘just doing it’. They are
expected to already have the capability to succeed, and are
rarely given the necessary skills to do so sustainably.

Willpower and coercion move over. Emotionally intelligent
leaders know how to tap into sustainable motivations that
fuel enduring performance and pleasure. Helping yourself
and others to access meaningful motivations is achieved by
combining learnable skills of presence with proven strategies
of positive influence.

In this workshop, Eric introduces an additional tool for the
leader’s mental toolbox, courageous authenticity. Extensive
research has demonstrated that there are three emotional
intelligence skills, that when combined, significantly improve
leaders’ ability to meet workplace challenges such as:

Participants in this workshop will learn and practice:

• having the difficult conversations that others avoid

By combining the skills with the six-step model, leaders
will leave with an enhanced ability to ignite meaning
and purpose, in themselves and others.

• making the difficult decisions that others delay
• exercising restraint where others act on impulse
In addition, leaders with greater courageous authenticity
are more proactive, collaborative, receptive to feedback,
implement changes better, manage natural human
defensiveness and enjoy greater well-being as a consequence.
What’s not to like?

MAGNIFYING MEANINGFUL MOTIVATION:
IN YOURSELF & OTHERS WORKSHOP

• three critical skills of presence, and a
• six-step model for finding and amplifying
personal motivation

This workshop will be of interest to audiences who
seek to build engagement in others and/or experience
occasional bursts of procrastination. Which is all of us!

		
3 CHANGE YOUR MIND: DIALLING DOWN
DEFENSIVENESS & DELAY, PROMOTING
PROACTIVITY & PERFORMANCE WORKSHOP
At times, all of us procrastinate or are inconsistent in doing
what’s important but demanding. No wonder, changing
behaviour can be hard, whether they’re changes imposed
upon you at work or even changes you want to make in
your personal life, such as implementing healthy habits.
Participants in this workshop will learn emotionally
intelligent approaches to managing a human mind
(your own!), that is quick to detect risk and naturally
risk avoidant.
Participants in this workshop will:
• discover the 5 reasons most people fail to change
• learn a 7-step model for putting courage over comfort
• apply the 7-step model to a personal challenge
Available as a brief workshop and as part of an
advanced Courageous Authenticity@Work course.

Available as a brief workshop and as part of an
advanced 2 day Courageous Coaching@Work course.

Audiences will:
• learn how to use a simple four-step model for building
courageous authenticity, the Swipe Right Matrix
• r eveal their personal motivations that drive them
forward, and the inner resistance that holds them back
• p
 ractice a three-step strategy to do more of what’s
personally important and challenging, when it matters most
Available as a brief workshop and as part of an
advanced 2 day Courageous Coaching@Work course.

Eric’s gift is in bringing focus to what works to change. His work shines a bright light on what is driving and restraining our
changes. He encourages us to safely explore our assumptions with humour and curiosity and discover how to change ourselves.
Tod Campbell, Principal change & Culture Officer, Brisbane City Council
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4 REWIRE YOUR BRAIN FOR GOOD

		 WORKSHOP

Discoveries in the capacity of the human brain to learn and
grow (neuroplasticity) have revealed the surprising extent
to which we can literally change our minds for good. Greater
confidence, calm and well-being are just a few of the inner
strengths which can be intentionally developed to better meet
life’s challenges, at home and at work.
In this workshop audiences will learn;
•	
why the human mind often slips into negative thinking
that holds us back
•	
how cultural forces can diminish our resilience if left
unchecked
•	
five ways to intentionally develop inner strengths to
build resilience and well-being
•	
five ways to accelerate the rewiring of your brain for good
Such resilience and well-being is not only personally valuable,
but it also positively impacts those we live and work with and
the organisations to which we contribute. An experiential and
uplifting workshop, participants will practice rewiring their
neurology for well being right away. This workshop will appeal
to audiences eager to experience greater joy, connection and
fulfillment at work and home.

	 5	COACHING CONVERSATIONS
WORKSHOP

Many leaders underestimate just how much the quality of
their conversations impacts the enthusiasm, engagement
and development of their people.
Coaching is a conversational style used by skilful leaders
to bring out the best in others. However, coaching is widely
misunderstood and poorly applied. This workshop addresses
this deficit and will enhance the coaching skills of both
seasoned and emerging leaders.
As an experienced executive coach and trainer, Eric has
facilitated leadership development workshops for the
Australian Public Service Commission (APSC) across the
nation’s agencies for several years. Coaching training for
leaders is probably the most popular program.
Leaders attending this coaching training will learn and
practice the five principles of successful coaching.
They will discover how to empower individuals and
teams with conversations that:
• inspire fresh thinking
• ignite possibility

6 COURAGEOUS CONVERSATIONS

		 WORKSHOP

There are many discussions we need to have in life that
we may put off. Poor performance, inappropriate conduct
and unmet expectations are just a few of the issues that
need prompt addressing but may be deferred. However,
such issues seldom go away without being addressed.
Effective professionals address such issues promptly
and skilfully.
In this workshop, participants will learn a simple four-step
model to having courageous conversations which:
• avoid triggering defensiveness
• build rapport
• develop engagement
• improve the working relationship
• change behavior
• increase accountability
Available as a brief workshop and as part of the
advanced 2-day Courageous Coaching@Work course.

• fuel creativity
• build engagement
• develop accountability
As a result, their people grow, enjoy professional progress
and do better quality work.
Available as a brief workshop and as part of the
advanced 2-day Courageous Coaching@Work course.

“I have worked with Eric in several occasions. He has facilitated the Management team with an exceptional
quality of work during his sessions in Emotional Intelligence, Coaching and Mentoring, Building Resilience
and Working as a team. Eric is a great facilitator and a coach in Leadership Development.”
Eliabeth Alwyn, HR Manager, Mobis Parts Australia
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TRAINING
When you invest in developing people you need to be sure
that the dollars will make a lasting difference – that learning
will stick and performance improve.

The optimal way to develop skills is through experiential training with
skilful coaching, to really embed the learning. With over 30 years’
experience in training and 10 years of leadership coaching, Eric provides
a unique combination of expertise, engagement and effectiveness in
developing others.
His courses are fun and based on evidence-based skills & strategies
to develop capability at work. No walking (or running!) over hot coals.
Just stuff that research shows really works. To empower others to be
their best and enjoy professional and personal growth.
Delivered in-person or virtually.

“Eric’s training style is so accessible and enjoyable. He has a knack of striking a very appealing and effective
balance between humour, fact, practical application and theory. I would attend any training course he ran!”
Jane Lowder, Australian Career Practitioner of the Year
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COURAGEOUS AUTHENTICITY@WORK

COURAGEOUS COACHING@WORK

This enjoyable program is an extension of brief psychological flexibility
training proven in published research to improve workplace performance and
well-being. Professions shown to benefit in global trials include public service
senior management, media professionals, teachers, health-care workers,
administrative professionals, call-centres and health professionals.
The evidence is good – if the work is
challenging, these skills and strategies
enable professionals to meet their
challenges more effectively and improve
their well-being at the same time.

• challenging groupthink
•	
enforcing boundaries around
professional and personal life

Participants learn to manage their minds
when challenged to reduce:

•	
anyone interested in personal
development to support a professional life
of greater meaning, personal fulfilment
and achievement.

• reactivity

WHAT IS IT?

• defensiveness, and
• avoidance
and increase:
• proactivity,
• collaboration, and the
• courage to take effective action.
This is achieved through learning a
combination of emotionally intelligent
skills, strategies and mindsets.

10 hours of experiential training in
self-leadership skills and strategies
proven by research to improve:
• performance
• wellbeing
• innovation
• collaboration
• adoption of new work practices
• attitudes to clients and co-workers

WHO IS IT FOR?

whilst reducing:

Leaders and professionals in challenging
roles or circumstances such as:

• stress

•	
working in stressful or high-pressure
situations

• professional doubt

• leading organisational change
• implementing new work practices
• delivering services under tight deadlines
• taking on new roles or responsibilities
• developing others
• giving difficult feedback to others
• embracing personal development
•	
confronting inappropriate or
unethical behaviour
•	
promotion of diversity or
inclusion initiatives
ERIC WINTERS: LEADERSHIP COACH • FACILITATOR • AUTHOR

• anxiety
DELIVERY

Many leaders underestimate how much the quality of their
conversations at work impacts the enthusiasm, engagement
and development of their people.

Eric has facilitated leadership development
training for the Australian Public Service
Commission (APSC) across the nation’s
agencies for several years. Coaching training
for leaders is probably the most popular
program he runs.
Coaching is a conversational style used by
skilful leaders to bring out the best in others.
However, coaching is widely misunderstood
and poorly applied. This program addresses
this deficit and will enhance the coaching
skills of both seasoned and emerging leaders.
WHO IS IT FOR?
Leaders of organisations and teams with
a responsibility for developing others to:
• do great work
• navigate change successfully
• inspire fresh thinking
• ignite possibility
• fuel creativity

This program can be structured to
meet the needs of your organisation.

• build engagement & motivation

Typical deliveries are run in person
or virtually as:

• promote development

• 3 half-day modules over 6 weeks
• 1 day workshop
• 5 two-hour modules over 5 weeks
Training is optimally enhanced
with individual or team coaching.
PUBLISHED EVIDENCE CLICK HERE

• develop accountability

WHAT IS IT?
12 hours of experiential training in
coaching conversations, delivered in
person or virtually.
This conversational style provides an
additional critical skill for effective leaders
committed to helping their people to
develop and do great work.
CONTENT
Participants will learn:
• fi
 ve mistakes that less skilful leaders
inadvertently make that stifle thinking,
motivation and ownership in others
• s
 even critical coaching skills to
empower others to think, act and
learn more effectively
• a
 simple four-step model to skilfully
handle difficult conversations
(e.g. to address poor performance or
inappropriate workplace behaviors).
• a
 n elegant three step model for delivering
positive feedback most effectively
DELIVERY
This program can be structured to
meet the needs of your organisation.

• boost ownership

Typical deliveries are run in person
or virtually as:

• change behaviour

• 4 half-day modules over 2 weeks

• improve rapport
•	
be their best at work when
working individually or in teams

• a
 2-day workshop and a half day
refresher 1 month later
• 5 two-hour modules over 5 weeks
Training is optimally enhanced with
individual coaching.
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POWERFUL TAKE-AWAYS

audiences leave with simple strategies to boost courageous collaboration,
proactivity and performance in professional and personal life.

EXPERTISE

two masters degrees in human behaviour change.

REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE

20 years of international corporate life and 10 years of executive coaching
senior leaders.

DELIGHTED CLIENTS

audiences from wonderful organisations across Australia love his talks.

FUNNY AND ENGAGING

audiences invariably have a great time and want more

EASY TO WORK WITH

WHY EVENT
ORGANISERS
BOOK ERIC
ERIC WINTERS: LEADERSHIP COACH • FACILITATOR • AUTHOR

Eric’s left his ego at home. He’s focused on making you look good.

HIS BOOK

his inspirational book on building courage makes a great event gift for participants.

HIS WORKSHOPS

all talks can be enhanced with experiential workshops that consolidate
transformative learning

HIS COURSES

training in courageous authenticity and courageous coaching equips your leaders
with advanced skills and strategies to get the best out of themselves and others.

ERIC’S PROMISE

he’s committed to making your event awesome and will work with you to
ensure he delivers what you need to make it so.
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TESTIMONIALS

SPEAKING
“Engaging and thought-provoking… time spent with Eric is a great investment!”

WORKSHOPS

Kay Turner, CEO, SDN Children’s Services

“Eric’s workshop was a great professional development investment,
providing a range of practical resources I am applying in my coaching
practice. I appreciated his evidenced based approach delivered in such
an engaging, enjoyable and interactive way that seamlessly combined
theoretical and practical learning. Keen to take up further opportunities
to tap into Eric’s wisdom and experience.”

“Eric is a very engaging, credible presenter, adept at sharing his expertise and knowledge in practical, informative
ways to ensure audiences walk away with the information and tools needed to apply his content.”

Leonie Stanfield, Training & Communications Consultant, Careertalk
“Eric delivered an awesome development session for coaches on a
methodology for unleashing acts of courage and living aligned to your
values (applicable for working with individuals and teams). He is extremely
knowledgeable and experienced in how to support change and has a lovely,
playful style. Highly recommend his work!”
Holly Parry, Leadership and Organisational Consulting
“Essential learnings to help me make my life more meaningful and enriched.
The most practical workshop I’ve ever attended – loved every second.”

Kolleen Wallace, Bankers Trust
“Funny and effective. Eric has an engaging presence and delivers his messages in a warm and powerful way.”
Lidia Ranieri, Consultant and executive coach, On Purpose Pty Ltd
“Eric is truly one of a kind, an excellent conversationalist and presenter. The feedback from all participants
was exceptional.”
Ragini Jalihal, Human Resources Manager, PWC
“Eric is a wonderfully engaging presenter; very well informed, funny, well-paced and attentive to every
participant. I highly recommend him!”
Jane Lowder, Founder, Max Coaching

TRAINING

Camilla Maison, The Langley Group

“Eric finely balances the diligence required to help someone address long held mindsets that underpin core
behaviours with compassion for the person trying to change them. It is a rare and wonderful combination.”

“I can thoroughly recommend Eric’s mind skills training sessions to anyone,
they were enjoyable, well delivered and extremely useful. I personally gained
a lot from attending them. These skills are there at everyone’s fingertips and
the strength of Eric’s workshops lay in enabling you grasp them in a simple
straightforward way, without the psycho-babble or confusing jargon
getting in the way.”

Padraig O’Sullivan, Leadership Advisor, Global Owner of The Leadership Circle

Andrew Draper, Chartered Accountant, Balgowlah Financial Services

“I highly recommend Eric for leadership development programs, particularly using the ACT framework.
Eric is skilled at engaging large diverse groups through his warm and knowledgeable teaching style.
He brings to his programs an advanced understanding of leadership development and extensive
experience in the application of these ideas in various settings.”
Be Pannell PhD, Associate Professor, Australian College of Applied Psychology

“Delivered with clarity and humour, this training is highly relevant and practical for building resilience and
“Eric packs a lot into a half day workshop with practical tools and
courage for life. There’s nothing more important.”
tips that I can use immediately in my coaching and training work.
Jill Dinsdale, Teacher
And his client stories and tips on what NOT to do add another
dimension to the learning experience which I find highly valuable.
“Eric Winters is an exceptional trainer and performance coach who specialises in using mindfulness-based
Eric demonstrates a wealth of experience and expertise in
practices to enhance personal effectiveness and satisfaction. I learned a lot from the recent training and look forward
human behaviour and coaching and a genuine passion for
to attending the advanced class.”
teaching how to live and lead in a “towardant” way. No fluff
Kylie Dearn, Injury Management Specialist, Employers Mutual Limited
or filling in his delivery. Very worthwhile investment. This
“Well done Eric – a great delivery, and valuable content that teaches you the techniques to de-clutter the mind and refocus
is a great workshop for team leaders and their teams to
on what’s important to you as an individual. This course has already assisted me to procrastinate less, build focus and act on
learn to use a framework that simplifies the process to
what’s important to me.”
get to what really matters.”
Lia Zalums, Mental Toughness Coach
ERIC WINTERS: LEADERSHIP COACH • FACILITATOR • AUTHOR

Jason Dinsdale, Senior Consultant, Woodbridge IT
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WONDERFUL
ORGANISATIONS
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I’VE WORKED WITH:
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0450 118 803 • ew@ericwinters.com.au • www.ericwinters.com.au

